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Table components (without mirror system)

Countertop T 

Crosspiece D (2) 

Crosspiece C (2) 

Crosspiece A 

Legs L (4) 

Crosspiece B 

Camera holder

Mounting 
tools & screws



Mounting table legs (L) on the countertop (T)

Put the countertop (L) 
upside down on a flat and 
soft surface. Mount each 
table leg on the 
countertop  with four 
screwes and nuts, do not 
tighten the screwes until 
you mounted the three 
crosspieces, see next 
section.

Mount the adjustable feet 
on each leg.



Mounting the Crosspieces A/B/C

Crosspiece B (Front) Crosspiece C, with transformer (Sides)Crosspiece A (Back)



Mounting the camera stand 

Mount the camera stand with two screws, one 
into the centre hole of the crosspiece A and 
the other into the centre hole of the back side 
of the table top.

Mount the camera holder on the camera stand 



Mounting the camera

To change the orientation of the camera use the angle bracket 

Camera fixing screw

The Ball Head is mounted on the Camera holder
and enables all suitable positions of your camera.

The release plate of the Ball Head is mounted on the camera, which 
easily locks on the Ball Head with the fixing screw.

Fixing screw



Mount the light arms 

Remove the nuts screw-nuts 



Installation of lamps 

Mount the four lamps on the lightarms. The cable plugs is fitting in the sockets of the transformer on the 
crosspiece C. Use the Diffuser Filter for a soft light and no filter for more directed light. The Polarizing Filter can be 
mounted on one of the light sources for photographing in polarized light.



Different countertops 

Metal countertop or glass countertop

Use crosspiece D for a lower 
possision of the metal countertop 





Mirror system 

Transparent mirror Standard mirror

Acrylic plastic board

Black velvet cloth

Mirror brackets



Mirror System - Coaxial Lighting Technique

Transparent Mirror

Acrylic plastic board

Lamps with diffuser 
filter

Black velvet cloth



Mirror System - Reflection Lighting Technique

Standard mirror



Mirror System - Under Lighting Technique



Mirror system - Result using Coaxial Lighting




